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For Immediate Release

MADISON INTERNATIONAL REALTY APPOINTS DR. STEFFEN MEINSHAUSEN
AS HEAD OF GERMAN INVESTMENTS
New York, November 2, 2021 -- Madison International Realty, a leading real estate private equity
firm, announced the appointment of Steffen Meinshausen, Ph.D. as Head of its German
Investments Team. Meinshausen, 34, will be based in Madison’s Frankfurt office.

Dr. Meinshausen’s career spans more than a decade in real estate investment and private equity.
He will work to build on Madison’s investment strategy in the region and will lead the German team
sourcing, underwriting and execution process across sectors including office, logistics, multifamily,
life sciences and alternatives.
“We have seen significant activity in the German and European markets as Madison continues to
leverage opportunities that fit with our investment strategy. We believe Steffen’s appointment
marks an indication of our ongoing ability to attract top professional talent to our platform to
supplement the bench we currently maintain. We have built an exceptional team and believe that
we are well positioned for the future,“ said Ronald Dickerman, Madison International Realty
Founder and President.
Prior to joining Madison, Meinshausen served as Director of Investments at 777 Capital Partners,
and previously was a Vice President at Corestate Capital Group. He has also held roles at
Cerberus and Lazard based across the European continent. He holds a Doctor of Philosophy
degree (Ph.D) in Corporate Finance from Technische Universität Darmstadt.

Madison International Realty focuses on capital partner replacements, equity monetizations and
recapitalizations of class A properties and portfolios in major markets in the US, UK and Western
Europe and functions as a liquidity solutions provider to real estate investors worldwide.
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About Madison International Realty
Madison International Realty (www.madisonint.com) is a leading liquidity provider to real estate
investors worldwide. Madison provides equity capital for real estate owners and investors seeking
to monetize embedded equity, to replace capital partners seeking an exit and to recapitalize
balance sheets. The firm provides equity for recapitalizations, partner buyouts and capital
infusions; and acquires joint venture, limited partner and co-investment interests as principals.
Madison invests in secondary transactions and focuses on existing properties and portfolios in the
U.S., U.K., and Europe. Madison has offices in New York, London, Luxembourg, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt, where the firm operates under the name of Madison International Realty GmbH.
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